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Introduction 

During the last two decades there has been a gradual shift to more participatory strategies, 

community involvement, and ecosystem management for multiple benefits of soil protection, recreation, 

aesthetics, shelter, economic, etc.,) These changes have greatly increased community involvement in 

projects, stimulated conservation awareness and improved land use. The ties between agricultural policy 

and soil-conservation issues are also being strengthened by a ‘bottom up’ approach modeled on the 

‘Farmers Heal the Land’ and ‘Landcare’ programmes which recognizes land users as the true 

custodians of the land, and providing them with incentives through the ‘Better Farms’ planning 

programme for soil conservation and to forge a new relationship between those who create and use 

scientific knowledge, those who support and finance it, and those concerned with its application and 

impacts. (Arnalds 2005). This quantum shift in policy from “the land they use” to “people who use the 

land” is especially important in shelter wood planning and establishment since the “people who use the land” 

are cognizant of many environmental indicators of the wind effects on ‘their’ landscape which, in terms 

of the scientific method, would be deemed untestable hypothesis – but are real nevertheless. To 

Icelanders, activities such as shelter wood planning, design and establishment, is as much about art, 

aesthetics and cultural values as it is of science and technology. So it is natural to combine traditional 

knowledge of environmental indicators of wind effects on trees with scientific advances. It is in this 

context that this paper addresses the role of wind in the landscape by combining basic scientific 

principles with traditional knowledge of the interrelationship between wind and shelter woods in urban 

and rural landscapes. .  

 There is no shortage of examples of how successive generations of Icelanders who have 

successfully tackled harsh, degraded landscapes. One of the best examples of fortitude, foresight and 

native intuition is the history of dyke building by many generations Keldur farmers that helped to 

contain the desert and bring the farm from near ruin back to a productive landscape and preserve an 

ancient farm that is of a great historical and cultural asset to Iceland. On that point David Óddsson, 

states it well in this extract from his speech on National Day, June 17 2003 when he was Prime Minister:  

 
“The interest and dedication that Icelanders have shown in undertaking all kinds of cultivation and 

forestation under tough conditions in recent decades have produced rich results. Patience and obstinacy 

have been rewarded. And when the world is as mild as it has been this spring, there are impressive areas 

of vegetation, gardens, shelter belts and woodlands to welcome it. Success breeds determination, and now 

is an ideal time to make a special effort by cultivating, planting and fostering vegetation and nature. 

 

However, ornate trees and dells do more than please the eye when nature is in bloom. They may serve as 

a reminder to us of other unrelated things. Firm trees with proud crowns do not grow and flourish unless 

their foundation and roots, which are nonetheless hidden, are powerful and active. The leaves that stretch 

skywards and draw their energy from the sun are one condition for a tree to grow and flourish, and the 

roots are the other. The same applies to our country and the nation that inhabits it. The history and soul, 

language and feelings, and not least the determination, selflessness and strength of mind of the many 

people who made their contributions without ever doubting them are the roots on which Iceland today 

and its worldly success rest. We rejoice at the fine weather. And although we know from experience that 

the weather is ever-changeable, we do not need to fear this any more than the branch of Icelandic birch 

that the poet addressed with the words” 

You need not fear, my birch, the colder days: 

you can turn darkness and the rocks and screes 

to a leafy cape that in the morning breeze 

lifts in trembling homage to the heaven's rays    
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Shelter Structures 

The construction of stone dykes and turf walls dates back to the settlement era. For example, in 

1193 a 6 km dyke was built from Keldur to Rangá River and some ancient dykes at Keldur may have 

been built between 1200-1300 to protect the barely fields (Vigfús Guðmundsson, 1946) 

Historically much of Rangárvallahreppur was once a wooded delta of birch, willow and rowan 

and from medieval times until the mid 19
th

 century had a much larger extent of productive grassland. In 

1776 the Danish King decreed that turf walls be built around all hay fields in Iceland to protect them 

from grazing. But the Keldur farmer and his neighbouring ‘sand farmers’ ignored the decree on the 

grounds that cutting turf would start and/or accelerate wind erosion on their land. Nevertheless, the 

Annals of Rangárvallahreppur -1778 record that of 52 farms 32 had turf walls varying in length from 1 – 

146 fathoms (1.83 m – 263 m) and in many cases 3-5 fathoms (5.4 m – 9 m). Whether it is related or not 

to turfing, by early 19th century erosion became serious enough that in1849 Guðmundur Brynjólfsson of 

Keldur began building the ‘Eastfield dyke’ to prevent an erosion escarpment from extending in to his 

hay field. The lava stone dyke was 60 fathoms (108 m) long and 2 ells (1 m) high and sturdy enough 

keep out or enclose cattle. Guðmundur’s son Skúli Guðmundsson (1862-1946) continued the work of his 

father and was renowned for his outstanding work in building dykes to combat the ‘sand demon’. He 

considered 1882 as the worst year of them all for sand drifting when the farm houses were almost being 

covered entirely by the sand and the hayfields were level with sand and some of the livestock houses 

filled up.  

In 1925 the Soil Conservation Service erected a 5180m long barbed-wire fence enclosing some 

108 hectares. This broad strip of land was seeded with lyme grass on the northeast of Keldur that 

stopped the sand drifting onto the hay fields. In 1967 most of the eroding land North of Keldur was 

enclosed by a of 40 km fence enclosing some 4250 hectares of land (Runólfsson, 1987). Skuli Lýðsson 

the present farmer at Keldur, using a combination of traditional organic manure and modern fertilizers 

has reclaimed much of this vast estate to grassland and in so doing has positively transformed the image 

of the landscape surrounding his farm houses. He has mapped the extensive dyke system with GPS and 

also restored the ancient traditional farmstead (which has the oldest building in Iceland). Considering 

that the ruins of 18 farmsteads have been found north of Keldur, it is a remarkable feat for four 

generations of farmers to have rescued their farm back from the brink of ruin and transformed it into a 

productive farm with irreplaceable historical and cultural assets.  

West of Keldur, the Bolholt farmstead succumbed to the desert and was abandoned for several 

hundred years. The Soil Conservation Service has restored much of the grassland At Árskógar (meaning 

river wood) and Sölvahraun the SCS have used bales of hay to stabilize the drifting sand. And when the 

bales break up or before sand covers them completely fertile humus builds up rapidly which provides a 

niche for microbiota for naturally regenerated plants and a better chance for deep-rooted species of trees 

and shrubs to grow. In many cases restoration to grassland is followed by tree plantations such as those 

at Bolholt established by the Icelandic Forest Society of Rangæinga.  

Afforestation at Gunnarsholt (headquarters of the Soil Conservation Service (a few kilometers 

west of Keldur) was started in 1939 when native birch (Betula pubescens) from Skaftafell was seeded in 

a sheltered area surrounded by lava flow and moraines. The birch thrived and is known as 

Gunnlaugsskógur forest. The birch garden at Gunnarsholt was transplanted from Gunnlaugsskógur. 

Establishment of the extensive linear shelterbelts started in 1959. They now extend over 60 km, 

sheltering fields for seed production of reclamation species of grasses and legumes. On average 1 km of 

windbreaks is added annually. (Sveinsson and Sæmundsdóttir, 2003). Gunnarsholt’s main shelterbelt 

network is judiciously spaced and oriented at a slight angle to the two most troublesome winds; i.e., the 

cold south east wind (which reduces productivity) and the dry northeast wind (which can restart sand 

drifting). The advantage of angular orientation with respect to wind direction is that there is a greater 

‘sail area’ that winds have to penetrate and thus more providing shelter.  
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Fljótsdalur in east Iceland is not a particularly windy - in fact, it has long periods of virtual calm. 

Without trees, the slow drift of an ocean breezes and a down-valley breeze from the opposite direction 

make growing vegetables and barley unprofitable and discourages campers and tourists. The organic 

farmer at Vallanes, Fljótsdalur has established a fine system of fast-growing, double-row poplar 

shelterbelts that enables him to produce high quality vegetable and cereals for which he gets top price. 

He purposely encouraged visitors to use the walking paths through his network of shelterbelts with a 

beautiful canopy of lofty, sweet-smelling poplars around the fields of barley and potato and ‘lupine 

fallow’ (a natural fertilization technique) with magnificent views of high mountains. In recent years he 

has changed his shelterbelts from a single species to mixed species to add diversity and a rougher 

profile. In addition, he is planting large mixed species woodland on poorer land. The change reflects his 

belief that his farm landscape is also an art and not merely an economic entity.  
Virtually all trees planting within communities and around farmsteads are best classified as shelter wood. 

They are usually a mixture of birch, willow, rowan, Sitka spruce and Alaska poplar. Linear shelterbelts of low 

stature often occur within the shelter woods and as an under-story along streets or property boundaries. The 

circular geometric patterns of low shelterbelts in Miklatún are extremely effective and interesting as are the 

horseshoe appendages on the inside of linear shelterbelts at Laugardalur that were planted in the 1930’s and 

and the shelterbelts at the ‘new’ school the Iceland Agricultural University, Hvanneyri. Older linear 

shelterbelts have evolved into shelter woods For example, at Laugardalur the linear shelterbelt with 

some of the tallest trees in Iceland were planted by Einar Hjartarson, an electrician with a great 

enthusiasm for afforestation. In 1985, Einar’s linear shelterbelts and streets dominated Laugardalur Park. 

Fifteen years later, the landscape is completely transformed with irregular patterns of mixed woods 

streets reworked into gentle ‘traffic calming, aesthetic curves. The only vestiges of linearity are the short 

hedges for plots in Botanical Garden and a small section of part of the Einar’s original planting - 

altogether creating diverse and pleasant visual effect in winter and summer from the ground and the air. 

Reykjavik has the largest forest in Iceland and its suburbs, like most other communities throughout 

Iceland, also have their own forest on the outskirts and attractive treescapes within the towns, such as 

Akureyri - the garden city by the Arctic Circle - Selfoss, Ísafjörður, Hveragerði, Borgarnes, Egilsstaðir 

and Hvolsvöllur to name but a few.  

 

Visualization of Wind 

. Landscapes are made up of spatiotemporal assemblages that are inherently evolutionary and 

historical and, irreversible insofar as the sequence of events do not repeat precisely. The interaction of 

wind and trees is non-equilibria and simply referred to as complexity – i.e., the dynamics of change. 

These interlocking states include homogeneity (stable), periodicity, quasi-periodicity and spatiotemporal 

chaos. The onset of spatiotemporal chaos is symmetry-breaking; for example, the simple act of the 

Danish King’s decree that all farms build turf walls may have triggered the massive sand drifting; small 

contingent of insects destroyed a shelter wood, while a smalls application of beneficial parasitic bacteria 

can destroy pests and restore a trees to good health; strong winds can blow down shallow rooted species, 

while deep rooted species will occupy their space.  

The problem with transient dynamics in relation to wind and shelter wood is that the most 

elegant mathematical expressions of turbulence in trees aided by the most powerful computers in the 

world cannot solve the Navier-Stokes equations for any but the simplest of turbulent behaviour. 

However, wind tunnel visualization models, using glass beads, sand, hydrogen bubbles, combined with 

digital imaging, have closed the gap between theory and practice. A simple way to visualize stable and 

unstable wind patterns in models of various shelterwood designs is to creating dalalæða with dry-ice or 

liquid nitrogen and capture images of turbulent patterns with a digital camera. Dry-ice models reveal 

that Görtler vortices and von Karman vortices on many scales are among the most common patterns. 

Görtler vortices are stable helical roll vortices generated by spiral warming and cooling when, for 

example the surface of a fjord is colder than the air mass (or vice versa) recognized by its wind-rowing 
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of foam and surfactants on water, cloud bands, and the linear formation of deserts are common patterns 

in the landscape. The von Karman vortices are formed by an obstruction in the free steam airflow, such 

as isolated trees and small shelter woods, buildings, islands, and even horses (which stand with their 

rumps to the cold wind). Robertson (1989) illustrated the transient nature of turbulence in the 

progression from a treeless landscape to the gradual development from poor to effective shelter wood. 

What these simple visualization models reveal is the gross over-simplicity of most standard shelterbelt 

recommendations advocating they be perpendicular to a ‘prevailing’ wind, have 50% simple porosity 

and display unrealistic wind profiles. The Icelandic topography and passage of frontal systems induces 

far more complicated wind regimes and design parameters.  

  

Effects Weather on Trees and Woodlands 

Despite all the environmental and socioeconomic influences that affect shelter woods it is 

remarkable that, over the past century, Icelanders have an exceptionally good batting average in 

establishing shelterbelts and shelter woodlands whether by natural regeneration or planted have turned 

out very much as they had perceived they would (Blöndal and Gunnarsson, 1999).  

At the time of settlement native birch forest occupied about 25% of the land. Today, it occupies 

less than 1% of the land. Most of it tall scrub forest that Sigurgeirsson (2004) suggests is the effect of 

dysgenic selection due primarily to the degradation of high forest to scrub forest and greater exposure to 

harsher weather. By harsher weather we mean increased frost damage, deeper penetration of soil frost 

depth followed by serious frost-heaving, dry, wet, cold, strong and /or salty wind, greater loading by 

snow and ice, and blasting by windborne ice crystals and sand grains.  

Ólafsdóttir and Þorvaldsson (2002) highlights some problems concerning both natural conditions and 

social aspects: such as small farms on the limit of sustainable existence; low summer temperatures 

resulting in low primary production; rugged landscapes with deep fjords, narrow valleys and high, steep 

mountains; increases in the occurrence of land and sea breeze; and a lack of shelterwood that leads to 

strong funnelling winds.  

The funnelling of winds is especially damaging to isolated, small plantations that “act like 

magnets for large amounts of drifting snow” as one forester put it. This is because they are obstructions 

to the free flow of drifting across treeless landscapes. In larger plantations, especially those bordering a 

lake or bordering expansive grasslands and heath, high snow drifts often develop inside the edges of 

plantation resulting in comparatively minimal damage in the form a narrow band deformed trees, whilst 

leaving the edge trees largely undamaged. Quite often plantations are established in the shelter of a 

building, a tall fence, a low escarpment, small hill etc. But when they start to grow above the shelter they 

become susceptible to wind shear – like the old larch in Skrúður and a small grove Sitka spruce in the 

lee of a hill in Höfn í Hornafirði which Einarsson (Pers. Comm., 2005) describes as having developed a 

“flat top and suffering from wind, salt, and nutritional deficiency.”   

The positive side of this phenomenon is they hint at various types of shelter wood designs that 

act as efficient snow traps such as the Icelandic knot (Robertson and Eysteinsson, 2002). The basic 

approach is to develop roughness profiles, both laterally and vertically, to induce ever-decreasing scales 

of turbulence that theoretically diminishes to viscosity (absolute calm). Roughness is best achieved 

through the use of a mixture of coniferous and deciduous trees and shrubs with a much higher proportion 

of deciduous shrubs and small trees on the windward to reduce the upward entrainment of snow. 

Planting such a snow trap system on the windward side of a plantation or afforestation area can both 

reduce snow damage in the plantation itself whilst creating an attractive area for outdoor recreation that 

will eventually become the forest edge.  

 

Culture and Aesthetics 

Forestry in Iceland has four basic functions: ecological (ecosystem processes, habitats, wildlife); 

economic (wood production, non-wood products); protective (soil and water conservation, shelter, 
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sequestering CO2); and social (recreation, cultural and spiritual). Icelandic Forest Service is guided by a 

broad set of policy goals and legal instruments aimed at protecting cultural landscapes notably the 

Environmental Impact Assessment Act no. 106/2000 and the Nature Conservation Act no. 44/1999 and 

even the Forest Service’s has its own set of guidelines for afforestation planners (Eysteinsson 2004). 

The definition of a cultural landscape is another example of transient dynamics because of an 

infinite variety of opinions that changes with each generation, or more precisely, the population drift 

from the countryside to the major cities and towns. It is over-simplistic to say that a) urbanites tend to 

value the landscape aesthetics, recreation and cultural pursuits; b) biologist perceive landscape in terms 

of biodiversity and habitats; c) agriculturists value landscape mainly as a place to live and work. In truth 

there is a bit of urbanism, biologist and agriculturist, and foresters who see a landscape that needs 

upgrading. In other words,  there’s a little bit of art, sports, botany, farmer and forester in all of us.  

The Iceland’s environmental guidelines and the European Union’s Landscape Convention expect a lot in 

a shelter wood design; besides basic public comfort, convenience and safety,  designers must also 

include compatibility with cultural assets and preservation of ‘traditional’ landscapes. What this entails 

is a quantum shift away from relying on Euclidean geometry, based on the idealized simplicity of 

homogeneity and symmetry, to fractal-based models that can deal with the myriad of scaling factors, 

lacunarity and heterogeneity inherent in a well-designed mixed species shelter wood. Euclidean 

geometry is inadequate for describing the geometry of many objects, particularly the myriad of scaling 

factors, lacunarity and heterogeneity of agricultural crops, trees and forests. .In addition we need to place 

more emphasis on circular statistics to properly account for the directional effects of wind regimes from 

all directions.  

 

Biodiversity 

Shelter woods have a multi-purpose dimension; the less obvious attributes being they provide 

suitable habitats for soil biota, native plants and wildlife, they repair soil erosion, provide a warmer and 

less windy microclimate for less hardy varieties of vegetable and cereal crops. Among the more obvious 

and much appreciated attributes they shelter our communities and farmsteads, are used for the 

conservation of genetic diversity and tree breeding; and because they have high aesthetic value in 

gardens, parks and arboreta they are prime recreational areas; they are a source of home-grown specialty 

wood for crafts and furniture and above all are often used extensively for educational and scientific 

study.  

Of course, some shelter woods are more attractive than other. By and large, the mixed species 

with roughened canopies and planted in patches with a fractal (irregular) pattern are by far the most 

functional and examples of biodiversity across many scales. It is understandable and perhaps human 

nature that we should aim for plantations with the tallest, straightest and symmetrical trees – this is 

certainly the goal of timber production forestry but not the best strategy for shelter wood.  
. Mixed shelter woods rich in biodiversity have become the norm in many communities in Iceland 

such as the treescapes (i.e., primarily ornamental trees) in Akureyri, Selfoss, Ísafjörður, Borgarnes, 

Egilsstaðir and Hvolsvöllur and the Laugardal recreational complex to name but a few. What the 

treescapes in communities and the shelter woods on farmsteads have demonstrated over the past several 

decades is that trees for the purpose of shelter, aesthetics and timber grow best and are more robust in 

woodland mixtures than in the monospecific narrow shelterbelts strips. 

  Most people prefer trees that are tall, have straight boles and symmetrical crowns. In fact, in 

Iceland, there are many examples plantations with trees that are superb by boreal standards. And 

certainly foresters and tree breeders with an eye on timber production justifiably select provenances and 

breed for that purpose; indeed, some of their trees are 20-22 m (and projected to reach 26 m). But the 

windier the locality, the rougher the trees become in the course of genetic adaptation. So in every 

provenance trial and breeding program, there are always ‘rogues’ with a rough form that normally get 

weeded out. However, in the context of biodiversity, i.e., conserving a diverse genetic resource, there is 
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need for a rough profile in shelter woods that could make use of these ‘rough rogues’. From an artistic 

viewpoint, ‘rogues’ and their weather beaten cousins certainly add a more interesting form and character 

to the landscape than the tiresome Euclidean perfection of elegant straightness.   

 
Geodiversity  

One is lead to believe that, apart from coastal communities, the wind regime of Iceland is 

characterized by long periods of relatively calm and light winds punctuated by the occasional the gale. 

Some deep valleys in mountainous areas hardly ever experience strong winds, while others get 

hurricanes force winds with violent gusts up 35-40 m s
-1

. As to what these gusts are like, an e-mail dated 

Nov. 2, 2001 from a colleague noted, "The SW wind was 35 m/sec. slamming up to 45 m/sec. I could 

hear from inside the house the screaming noises from the wind wrestling with Núpur peak - like a loud 

symphony -The Singing Núpur! It was frightening, but all are well, minus some doors here and there."   

Ágústsson and Ólafsson (2003) have analyzed gust factors in mountainous areas across Iceland 

in relation to atmospheric stability areas. In short, mountains within 8 km upstream of a weather station 

and at least 600 m above them are responsible for the violent gusts. Surprisingly, some of the tallest, best 

formed and oldest trees and plantations in Iceland are no worse for wear in areas which occasionally 

experience violent gusts. 

Biophysical indicators are the best way to appreciate the influence of geodiversity on wind 

patterns. For example, Honamis (downward spurts ‘cat’s paws’), Görtlers (longitudinal gravity waves) 

and von Karmans leave their signatures on fjords, lakes, sand dunes, and in the directional profile of 

trees, shrubs, tussocks of grass, the growth habits and distribution of herbs, mosses and lichens. 

Northerly cornering winds are easily detected in the trees below the summit of Miðhúsahyrnd near 

Reykhólar and similarly at Hafnarmellir. The ruggedness of old European larches at Hvannery, Skrúður 

(below Núpur), and Stóra Sandfell in Skiðdalur reflects their battles cold winds and spring frosts. 

Freezing rain, salt spray and surfactants have left their mark on Ísafjörður’s trees and shrubs while a 

kilometer or so inland plantations are less affected. Both Hallormstaðir Forest in east Iceland and Vaglir 

Forest in the north and Skorradalur Forest in the west are noted for low average wind speed and high 

percentage of calm. Nevertheless, the birch exhibits detectable altitudinal gradient from more-or-less 

symmetrical crowns (mostly calm) to distinctly unidirectional asymmetric crowns mid-way up the slope 

due to diagonal upslope or cross-slope winds. Sigurður Blondal (pers. Comm., 1993) observed that, 

during bud-burst in spring, solar radiation from a low sun angle is sufficient to maintain temperatures 

above the freezing which permits shoot survival on the south side of Colorado blue spruce (Picea 

pungens); whereas, temperatures fall well below the freezing on its north side which kill new shoots.  

 

Shelter Wood and Architecture  

On Thursday, October 26, 1995 a massive avalanche descending at speeds of up to 300 km/hr 

killed 16 people and destroyed much of Flateyri. To ensure this never happens again, a specially 

designed berm 20m high and roughly the shape of the letter A was built. To prevent erosion of the berm 

by wind and water landscape architect Pétur Jónsson teamed up with Skjólskógar á Vestfjörðum 

(Westfjord Farm Shelter Program) to quickly establish vegetation on and around the berm and in the 40 

ha of sheltered interior space that was developed for a memorial park. In addition, dozens of enthusiastic 

volunteers from Flateyri and the Iceland Forestry Association planted thousands of trees & shrubs on 

short order. This magnificent structure is essentially a unique fast-response landscape project involving 

an interdisciplinary team scientific researchers, technologists, administrative and financial institutions 

and, to cap it all off, landscape architects and foresters and volunteer tree planters from the Icelandic 

Forestry Association. 

Another innovative multidisciplinary example is a suburban project designed by an architect and 

engineering company Batteríið Arkitektar’s Gjóla Tilraunaskipulag í Hamrahlíðarlöndum suburb for 

20,000 people. The conceptual plan is based on “Livable Winter Cities” ideals that focus on appropriate 
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architectural design and street engineering and open spaces to ensure maximum aesthetics and livability 

regardless of the weather. The philosophy being that designing for winter results in a better summer 

environment.  In the context of this paper, they designed a simple and somewhat unique shelterbelt 

which is gentle curved and made up of a series overlapping small sinuous curves to filter the wind into 

fine turbulence rather than tackling the head on and creating uncomfortable gustiness (as most 

shelterbelts do). In a way, this somewhat unique shelterbelt design matches the ‘footprint’ of buildings 

for the business section, which are also curved to deflect wind and snow.  

 
Conclusions 

Iceland is very much advanced in its holistic approach to local and national landscape planning. 

For over a century, it has demonstrated, with few exceptions, that effective shelter woods can be 

cultivated in most urban and agricultural districts. However, it is not enough for shelter wood designers 

and planters to concentrate solely on protection from the wind, snow and sand drifting; they must tackle 

the ubiquitous wind with an artistic flair that comes naturally through the use of fractal-based concepts 

that can deal with the myriad of scaling factors and heterogeneity inherent in shelter wood, 

environmental influences and the need to preserve the integrity of the cultural landscapes.  
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